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The Future of the American Frontier Can one of our most enduring national ni)iths, much in evidence in the recent presidential campaign, he reinventedjet again?



J O H N



TIRMAN



he presidential campaign of 2008 will be recalled for many firsts: the first African-American presidential nominee, the near-miss campaigns of Hillary Clinton and Sarah Palin, the record spending and record turnout. But what was not new was its reliance on a very old standard of American political culture, the frontier myth. Perhaps no other set of ideas about America is more powerful politically, and the two autumn campaigns were reverential in their implicit bow to, or explicit exploitation of, the dense complex of frontier images and values attached to the American experience. The limitless possibilities of the American dream, the expansion of American values, the national effort to tame faraway places, the promise of a bounty just over the horizon, and the essential virtue of the American people who explore and settle these frontiers—all of these tropes fortified the hopes of the campaigns to situate their candidate in the company of legendary pioneers. It is a testament to the power of this myth that it grips us still—its self-gratifying qualities having ensured its long lineage—even as the n Tirman, the executive director and principal research scientist at MIT's Center for International Studies, is at work on a book about Americans' attitudes toward war. 30



The Future of the American Frontier



"if ¡DÛS OÍ the frontier, where ciuiliiution confronted mlderness, thot American values were forged. "



actual frontier of American action is swiftly closing. A centun' ago, the closure of the continental frontier obsessed politicians and intellectuals alike. Today, when the global frontier is closing, our political leaders have little sense of its significance. Instead, the run for the White House recycled the frontier myth with scarcely a nod to its growing irrelevance. The Republican ticket, representing Western frontier states, was exemplary in this regard. Jolin McCain's credentials as a gonnine hero were much in play. Iu frontier mythology, the hero is central to how we understiuid the tasks of taming the wilderness and extracting its bounty, and from Andrew Jackson to George Armstrong Cusfer to [immy Doolittle, the American hero has often been a warrior. That burnishing fact of McCain's career was front and center in the political campaign. His self-description as a "maverick" glosses the hero status neatly, because the hero iu our national narrative is typically the loner seeking justice. He repeatedly called himself a Teddy Roosevelt Republican, invoking one of the icons of the frontier myth, a self-made hero if there ever was one. And in his campaign he recycled one of the sacred phrases political leaders like to use to underscore their commitment to America's unique greatness—John Winthrop's line from
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Matthew that we are "as a City upon a Hill," an exemplar for all the world. The maverick hero wasjoined on the ticket around Labor Day by Alaska Governor Sarah Palin, who was introduced as yet another maverick and a frontier mother who bunts aud can "field dress" a moose. Much was made of this, both sarcastically and triumphandy, but the direct embrace of the frontier myth was unmistakable and instantly popular. "The gun-toting Sarah Palin is like Ajinie Oakley," exulted Camille Paglia, "a brash ambassador from America's pioneer past." One conservative blogger called her "a Western frontier version of Thatcher." In viewing the giddy Palin debut, one reference that came to mind was historian David W. Noble's depiction of "timeless .space" as a treasured American perspective—the absence of confining histories, cnlttires, or mores, combined with the limitless American landscape. Alaska self-consciously conveys those qualities, considering itself a residual frontier, and the many exciting possibilities ofthat frontier were rejtivenated in the person of Alaska's governor. The Democratic ticket's claim on frontier values was less obvious. Barack Obama invoked John F. Kennedy, Harry Tniman, and Franklin D. Roosevelt as paragons of a global leadership that must be renewed, implicitly assuming that the whole world is our rightful domain of action. In this, he is in the internationalist tradition that seeks to promote American values, missionary-like, to a gratefvil world. As an Illinois lawyer-politician and as an African American, he is readily associated with Lincoln as frontier hero and liberator of the slaves. In his manner and education, he has often been compared with Kennedy, the new frontiersman. Obama's intriguing personal journey is that of a lone truth seeker on a quest (common to all heroes), in this world but somehow always ele\'ated above the mtmdane, an Ainerican Odysseus. His rapid rise to national prominence has been built on the irrational hope of his supporters that he can singlehandedly transfonn politics and the world, aud indeed he was lampooned on the right as a Christ poseur. Wliat is striking about these candidates is the authenticity of their credentials. McCain's heroism is evident in his gruesome captivity narrative, replete with cycles of courage and weakness. Obama scaled heights never before ascended by a black American, overcoming obstinate racism and xenophobia as the Herculean labors of a new epic. (Compare these two with the would-be cowboys Ronald Reagan and George W. Bush clearing brush from their ranches.) These truly heroic images are among the reasons why the campaign was fought so fiercely. As the 2008 election shows, we can't escape the frontier, even if the frontier has escaped us. hy is the frontier myth losing its relevance? When the continental frontier closed—when the last indigenous tribes were subdued aud the land taken—it created a sense of crisis in American politics. The answer to that crisis was to look outward, across oceans, to imagine frontiers to con-
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quer abroad. Much of the ensuing century has involved America on such global frontiers. But now that frontier is also closing, as our capacity to treat the world like a \'irgin terrain diminishes, aud the question ii stirs is What next? What frontier, if any? The cultural theorist Richard Slotkin describes the myth of the frontier as "the conquest of the wilderness and the subjugation or displacement of the Native Americans . . . the means to our achievemeni of a national identity, a democratic polit); an ever-expanding economy, and a plieuonienally dynamic and 'progressive' civiUzation." This conquest, he explains, was not only pursued foi' its own tangible rewards—seciu'it)', land, and riclies—but for and by a morally cleansing series of "savage wars" that conveyed upon Uie pioneers a "regeneration through violence." It was at the frontier, where ci\ilization confronted wilderWHILE NOT



ness, that American values were



reCOSTlized fOT what it is,



forged. The frontier provitied abundance for those courageous enough to seize it, in contrast to the scarcity and squalor and discontent common in cities in the East. The frontier
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myth braced and was braced by indi-
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planet,



vidualism. Social Diii"winism, Manifest Destiny, and similar traditions of '"" American ideology, and has been endlessly replayed and elaliorated through the culttiral power of novels, iilms, and journalism. While not always recognized for what it is, it infíirms our foreign policy, our sense of place, and our purpose on this planet. The world as an American frontier was a new idea when Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, antl a few other intellectuals assayed the closing of the continental frontier. Roo.sevelt was a central figiue in tliis realization. His lament about the closing frontier drew on an essentially racialist notion of how Americans—or Americans of a certain heroic class—subdued the savages and thereby burnished their own virile qualities and moral capacity' to lead. The historian Frederick Jackson Tinner promoted the more palatable idea that democratic self-reliance was a consequence of the American frontier experience, and that the closing of the frontier (which the Census Bmeau proclaimed in 1891) was a threat to American democratic virtut. The frontier had also provided the United States a safety valve for development, imlike Europe, where socialism and class antagonism marred the political landscape. The economic stagnation America was experiencing in the 1890ÍÍ, after a heady period of economic expansion, was one alarm ringing through all the thinking abotit the frontier and its legacy. If the end of ihe North American frontier was a crisis for democratic 33
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and manly virtue, Roosevelt and Turner had an answer: extend the frontier elsewhere. Long before the USS Maine was blown up in Havana harbor, Roosevelt advocated war with Spain, which bestowed the Philippines to the new American empire and provided Roosevelt with the "savage war" and Asian foothold that were meant as an antidote to the frontier's demise in North America. Woodrow Wilson was less bombastic but no less committed to the extension of the American idea. "The spaces of their own continent were occupied and reduced to the uses of civilization; they had no frontiers wherewith 'to satisfy the feet of the young men,'" he wrote in A History of the American People. "These new frontiers in the Indies and on the Far Pacific came to them as if out ofthe very necessity ofthe new career before them." In tbe White House, from which Roosevelt suppressed tbe Philippines rebellion and built the Panama Caual, both with a high human toll, Wilson invaded Mexico, Nicaragua, the Dominican Republic, and Haiti before entering World War I. All of these actions undertaken on behalf of democratic ideals prefaced his attempts to make the world safe for democracy. While he was, in contrast to Roosevelt, increasingly anti-imperialist, he was no less expansionist—in one historian's words, the "very model of Turner's crusading democrat." The myth has been remarkably resilient. Not only did it inform American expansion globally during the presidencies of FDR and Truman, bul the uncertainties posed by tbe Cold War (which used cowboys-and~Indians iconography time and again), the nuclear arms race, and subsequent crises of confidence (particularly urban crime, oil price explosions, the 1979 hostage taking in Tehran, aud the 9/11 attacks) led to the embrace in popular culture and politics of the comforting narrative of civilization versus savages. The myth remains vibrant, but the frontier itself is disappearing again. he end of the Cold War was the first sign that the global frontier was closing. The superpower standoff formed much ofthe United States' identit)' in that phase of our global involvement, and its power explains our failure to construct a successor to that form of engagement. Tbe "twiligbt struggle" with So\'iet communism still shapes how we structure foreign relations, institutions, military doctrine, public diplomacy, and otir sense of self-worth. It was a colossal, Manichaean contest, much hke the one the pioneers experienced as tbey cleared and setded the continent. The anticommunist campaigns, which began internally as long ago as Wilson's intervention against the Bolsheviks from 1918 to 1920, resulted in dozens of military interv'entions, CIA covert operations, and lavish support for auticommunist regimes. This pattern was nomished by the depiction of communists as a threat to civilization. The conclusion ofthe U.S.-So\iet rivahy nearly 20 years ago thereby drained American globalism of a paramount
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ideology—a way of seeing ourselves in the world—and the supposed vitality that came with the waging of "savage wars" in Africa, Latin America, and Asia. It is with difficulty ihat we lei go. Thai the war on terrorism closely followed, and invoked this warrior myth—the Tighl lor Western values against barely htiman and wholly alien "hostiles"—should come as no surprise, since it evinces a purpose built by the Puritans and renewed throughout our history. In the aftermath ofthe attacks of September 11, 2001, America instinctively reverted to the old category of a battle for civilization's soul. Susan Faludi, in The Tenor Dream: Fear and Fantasy ¡ti Post-9/ÎÎ America, incisively



applies Slotkin's framework to this lapid mobilization ior a "war on terrorism," especiall) the regeneration through violence for the heroic men of America. This battle intoxicated the nation for a time, but the scale, threat, and results look paltiT in the shadow of previous warnor epics. So while the ennobling and rewarding savage wars of the auticommunist frontier are diminishing, that pattern of mobilization and inten^ention has simply been imitateil, with relatively Httle retooling, in the war against small and scattered gangs of Muslim extremists. This minuci7 is likely to fail. The menace of would-be sht)e bombers and a few restive Muslims in faraway and desolate places pales before the thousands of nuclear weapons that were aimed at us by the Soviets, the millions killed in Korea and Vietnam, and the totalitarianism of Stalin or Mao. The relentless invocation of eveiy soldier or firefighter as a hero dilutes the essential mythic heroism once resened for a Boone or a Crockett or a Lindbergh. As in Vietnam, moreover, the "Indians" are not so easily subdued, and the costly setbacks of tiie anti-terrorism campaigns are stirring a growing distaste for savage wars. 1 Tbe end ofthe global frontier is also eudent in its diminishing boimty. A primar)' cause of the imperialistic urge of the 1890s was the perceived need to export American products to sustain or increiise production d(3inestically and to relieve labor agitation. Such a boom in exports followed, enabled by natural resources and agricultural production. But the U.S. trade situation turned soiu^ in the 1970s aud has cotuinucd to deteriorate ever since. The decline is precipitate. In 1992, the trade deficit was $50 billion. In 2007, in constant dollars, it was $730 billion. As a percentage of all economic output, exports did not exceed the levels of lííOO uutil the 1990s, and by theu imports were outpacing exports. At the same time, income has stagnated for three decades for all but the wealthy in America—a direct slap atone of the tenets of the frontier myth, that expansion would lessen unequal distribution in the American economy. "The bonanza frontier oifers the prospect of immediate and impressive economic benefit for a relatively low capital outlay," Slotkin writes in Gunfitrhtn Nation (1992), and 'bonanza profits derive from the opportunity to acquire or produce at low cost some commodity that has a high com35
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mercial value." In the 19th century, the bonanza was gold and land; in the 20th-Ti • X. -t J. rivals for economic dominance,
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(j^jg jg j^Q longer feasible in the •••• global frontier. The 2008 crisis in America's mastery of global finance signaled another sharp reversal. In the midst of the market turbulence that shook Wall Street and foreign markets, German Finance Minister Peer Steinbrück proclaimed that "the United States will lose its status as the superpower of the global financial system. The global financial system will become nuiltipolar" and use a more diversified basket of currencies, undermining one of the last symbols of America's economic strength—the dollar. It was a sentiment widely echoed throughout the capitals of the world. The most important reason for the closing frontier, however, is the limits of the earth itself, the biological capacity that is now diminishing with frightening speed. This is a consequence of the "taming of the wilderness," which has certainly been tamed and is now wreaking its revenge. The longstanding notion that resources were ours for the taking, and for using promiscuously, is no longer viable. The closing of this frontier not only impedes economic growth built on this attitude (the engines fueled by cheap oil in particular), but has other costs as well—the agricultural, health, and safety challenges of rapid climate change, among many others. The depletion of earth's resources and the climate change that results 36
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from profligate consumption of those resources are well established now among scientists. The Washington reaction to this is right out of the frontier-myth playbook, however, and indeed is remini.scent of the debate that surrounded the onsel of outward t'xpansit)n of a cenuuy ago. Then, as now, the anti-imperialists were condemned as ehtists and weak willed, people attempting to impede America's God-given right to take our mission to the rest of the world. Today, the ver\- modest proposals for arresting carbon emissions, for example, are derided by many proponents of big business as part of the global warming "hoax" that seeks to deprive Americans of economic growth and unbridled consumption. The intemperate quality of the attacks signals that a deep chord has been touched, the belief in the ever-expanding frontier that is pioneered and settled by Americans. The deterioration of the earth's ecosystem was rarely mentioned in the 2008 campaign. The war in Iraq illuslraLes how these three phenomena converge. It was fought in part to fulfill the new imperatives of the war on terrorism, and it was a war, so thought the Bush advisers, that we knew how to fight— armored divisions, air power, command and control, and so on. reflecting Cold War preparations. The mission (apart from the alleged nucleai, 
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"Meeting the enviwnmentui challenge rc^juirc¡ mure than eoloisol inuestmenis in science and interisiue diplomacy; it mandates a shiß in the way we think about U.S. goals. "



example, "the war on" campaigns—the war on poverty, the war on drugs, the war on cancer—which draw on the conflict and moral struggle that played such a central part on the frontier. Some of the discourse about globalization today uses concepts similar to the frontier ideology: both the "clash of civilizations" (from Samuel Huntington) and the more piquant "clash of globalizations" {from Stanley Hoffmann) grapple with Americanled cultural, political, and economic change and the conflicts and bonanzas they may be encotnitering or inducing. Yet ver)' few political or opinion elites recognize the frontier myth—the restless lu ge to expand and to dominate—as the loot and branch of our self-defined global role. Thus veiy few have tried to alter its course and meaning. The most intriguing attempt to harness the myth in recent memory was John F. Kennedy's New Frontier, which was the core concept in bis acceptance speech as the Democratic Party's nominee and throughotu his 1960 campaign. He recalled the past in the conventional way—the pioneers who settled the American West "were not the captives of their own doubts, nor the prisoners of their own price tags," be told the convention. "They were determined to make the new world strong and free—an example to the world, to overcome its hazards and its hardships, to conquer the enemies that threatened from within and without." But tben he went on with a more interesting twist: 38
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Some would say that those struggles are all over, that all the horizons have been explored, that all the battles \va\c been won. tliai iherc is no longer an American frontier. . . Beyond thai Irontier lire uncharted areas oí'science and space, unsolved problems of peace and war, unconquered problems of ignorance and prejudice, unanswered quesd(nis of poveny and suiplus. It would be easier to shnuk from that new frtinlier, to look to the sale mediocrit)' of the p;Lst, to be lulled by good iuteutions and bigh rbetoric. . . . I believe that the times require imagination and courage and perseverance. I'm asking ea< b of\(ni to be pioneers towards tlial New Frotilirr. Kennedy still used the older mythic call as a "race for mastery of tlie sky . . . . the ocean . . . , the far side of space, and the inside of men's minds," but the notion that the frontier was not geographical or spatial, btit one of applied knowledge and of htiman relations, was an innovation and one (hat has not been svupa.ssed. That k^-'niiedy and his (ohort did nol li\'c tip to this new inflection of the frontier myth scarcely needs noting, biu the rhetorical framing of a new kind of frontier, a half century later, might have finally met its moment. Using the metaphor as a way of galvanizing both the ptiblic and our political leaders to adopt new challenges—cliallenges to be explored and tamed, from which ptiblic good can be extracted—may be uiorc platisible given what we now can see about global limits. Tbe need to arrest climate change with sustainable development is just svich a challenge, one that must broadly mobilize society. How to reshape otn- politics to confront this challenge is not a problem with an obvious solution. The frontiers of science or knowledge are hoary notions, but as a counterpoint to ihe decaying Irontier myth, they possess renewed vibrancy—and are especially potent if linked to the new mission as a heroic feat. The hero is the human exponent oí the frontier myth, and all heroes embody qualities that speak to the anxieties ofthe age. Self-sacrifice, an innate sense oí ptu pose, physical or intellectual prowess, and a willingness to confront the dangers of the frontier—all are qualities ofthe hero. Meeting the environmental challenge requires more than ctilossal invcstmetits in science and intensive diplomacy; it mandates a shift in the way we think about U.S. goals, otir range of action, andourcommiiment to values heyond self-enrichment. It requires collective, heroic action, the kind that can move a si>ciety in times oí peril. And it reqtiires a new lens on the wtnld, one that sees in developing countries not bounty' but common needs and aspirations. The en\'iionmental crisis binds tis globally in ways that no previous cataclysm ever has—not war, not epidemics, not other natuial disasters. If the oil addiction of thr indtisirial countries is not reversed soon, the resource wars we have suffered already will intensify along with the choking eifects on air and oceans. If China and India do not reduce their rate of growth in carbon emissions, the earth's ecosystem will be dangerously 39
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degraded. If Brazilian rainforests continue to be mowed down, we lose precious and possibly irreplaceable sources of oxygen to refresh tbe atmosphere. If sustainable development cannot be fostered in Mexico and Africa and tbe Middle East, the migrations to the industrial world will induce intolerable social and economic stress. These are collective problems by dint of their inexorably collective otitcomes. And in this, the world now differs radically from the one that was merely a frontier for exploitation.



W



hen we look to the three signals of bow the frontier has closed—the warrior ethos, bonanza economics, and environmental limits—it is apparent that all three are equally culpable and equally important to a transfonnative politics. Fortunately, tbe dominant myth of the frontier is not the only distinctiy American modtis vivendi, as leaders as far apart in time as John Winthrop and John Kennedy demonstrate. Oiu' political and cultural leaders today, however, have rarely binted at the imperative to reconstruct our mental architecture of tbe world and our place in it. If tbe world is essentially regarded as a font of anti-American terrorism orrivalry,as a social, political, and physical wilderness to be tamed, tben we will be battling in the diminishing space our old habits have forced us into. Tbat frontier is closing. The daunting but necessary task of redefining our horizons is upon tis. Where to start? Perhaps at the beginning. Wintbrop's line from bis 1630 sermon, "we shall be as a City upon a Hill," is frequently intoned to suggest that America is uniquely gifted and pro\idential. Countiess politicians have sermonized with tbis gratifying image and used it, erroneously, to celebrate belligerence, individualism, and aggrandizement. Looking at Winthrop's whole text presents a different sense of what tbe meaning of that phrase might be. He implored the Puritans to do jiLstly, to love mercy, to walk humbly with our God, for this end, we must be knit together in this work as one man, we must entertain eacli other in brotherly affection, we must be willing to abridge ourselves of our superfluities, for the supply of others' necessities, we must uphold a familiar commerce togetlier in all meekness, gentleness, patience and liberality, we must delight in each other, make other's conditions our own, rejoice together, mourn together, labor, and suffer together, alwa^-s having before our eyes our Commission and Community in the work, our Community as members of the same body, so shall we keep the unity of the spirit in the bond of peace.



There was more, of course, and not all of it gentle and meek, but it is remarkable how humble and communitarian and ascetic bis vision was, a vision reflecting the ethos of the early Massachusetts Bay Colony. More remarkable still is how suited such an ethos could be again. So the answer to the question "What frontier now?" may be to return to the humility of the first frontier. ^ 40
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